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Limits and Constraints offers Ortner and Dornot
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international law and has been a
Fellow of the Harvard Russian
Research Center and the Princeton
Center for International Studies.
He has authored several books including "Who Wants Disarmament?." "Boots of War." "The
Giants: Russia and America," and
"The Alliance: America, Europe,
Japan. Makers of the Postwar
World." In addition, his articles
have appeared in "Harper's," "The
New York Times Magazine," and
"The New Yorker." He is currently
working on his first noveL
Barnet is a member of the World
Peacemakers, the. Committee for
National Security, and the Committee of Compassion.
Wooster's Limits and Constraints
Forum is bringing to campus nationally recognized authorities like
Ortner and Barnet to explore the
nature of limits or boundaries as
they appear to restrict our thoughts
andimagination.
The next scheduled speaker after
on the
Buddhist monasteries in the the State Department, the Arms Barnet is U.S. SenatorJudiciary
Himilayas in the early 20th cen- Control and Disarmament Agency Foreign Relations and
tury." said Ortner. "The theoretical and a consultant to the Department Committees, Joseph R. Biden. who
will also address "National
issues at stake concern the relations of Defense.
Barnet. a graduate of Harvard Autonomy and its Limits." His Nov.
between cultural and historical
studies, and between intention and College and Harvard Law School, It speech will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
served in the Army as a specialist in MeGawChapeL
consequence in the social process."

She has written more than 25 arUniversity of Michigan professor
of anthropology Sherry B. Ortner ticles and reviews that have been
and author Richard G. Barnet will published in journals such as
address the Monday (November 11) "American Anthropologists,"
and Wednesday (November 13) "Feminist Revisions," and "Sexual
Limits and Constraints Forums, Meanings." In addition, Ortner has
"Sherpas
respectively, at The College of authored two books:
through their Rituals" and "Sexual
Wooster.
Ortner will address "The Limits of Meanings: The Cultural ConstrucCulture" and Barnet will discuss tion of Gender and Sexuality." She
"National Autonomy and Its is currently preparing "High
Limits." Both lectures, scheduled Religion: A Social and Cultural
for 7:30 p.m., are open to the public History of Sherpa Buddhism" for
without charge. Ortner will speak in publication.
Freedlander Theater, while Ortner is a member of the Central
Barnet's address is set in McGaw States Anthropological Society, the
North American Society of Buddhist
Chapel.
Ortner recieved her doctorate in Studies and the American
anthropology from the University of Ethnological Society.
Barnet is a Senior Fellow of the InChicago in 1970. The research for
her dissertation, "Food for Thought: stitute for Policy Studies in
A Key Symbol in Sherpa Culture," Washington, D.C., which is devoted
was conducted among the Sherpas of to research on public policy Issues.
Nepal and focused on village social He helped found the institute in 1963
and served as its
until
dynamics and popular Buddhism.
"My current project is empirical- 1173. During the Kennedy Adly concerned with the founding of ministration, he was an official of
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By Carrie ACison
On Tuesday, November 12th, Dr.
Robert Smith will delve into the
University of Michigan anthropologist Sherry B. Ortner will speak on
mysteries of an ancient city at 11:00
The Limits oi nature"
a.m. in Mateer in his Convocation
lecture and slide presentation entitlT-shi-rts
ed "Digging Up the Past at Pella."
marketing their wares more ag- In addition to serving as chairperson
By Susan G.Falk
of the Department of Religious
Cambridge.!! A (CPS- )- It's crim- gressively.
Studies, Dr. Smith has also directed
and
name
Although
over,
and
the Harvard
son and white and worn all
its sales are "somewhere up in the color are in wide use, the school, the College of Wooster s
work at Pella, Jordan
says Rissing, seems to be a "unique,
stratosphere," one
since 1967.
anaimal."
observer says.
Pella is nestled in the northern
which
He attributes the huge sales of the
"It" is the Harvard
g
some say is now the
shirts to the school's worldwide Jordan Valley. The Jordan River
eollagiately-Ucense- d
product in the reputation, its large and loyal alum- flows nearby. Pottery found at the
world.
ni and to the Coop's labor policies, site indicates that the area was inSelling the shirt-s- a great many which encourage sales by paying habited at least as early as 5,000 B.C.
It flourished throughout prehistoric
foreign tourist- s- has become such a dividends out of proceeds.
big business for the Harvard Coop
Real status, however, accrues to times as well as during the great empires of Egypt and Rome, of which it
Bookstore that it now operates six owning an authentic Havard
Coop
was a part. The city met its end in
one
of
only
the
at
available
in
the
outlets
retail
A.D. 746, when an earthquake reducarea.
stores.'
Big Ten, Ivy League and colleges
There are many counterfeit ed it to ruins. Today it is known as
years
generalsports
good
shirts sold throughout the oldest archeological site in
Harvard
have
that
ly sell the most shirts, reports Jim Japan, where young people tend to eastern Jordan, and is. Smith says,
Hissing, national college bookstore treasure the American college "in some ways the most important
marketing manager for Champion paraphenlia, says Ririko Takagi, a one in Jordan."
The archeological program at
products, a Rochester, N.Y. firm Havard Coop shopper from Los
Pella was begun in 1967 by the Colthat claims to be the nation's largest Angeles.
and
In fact, there are Havard shirts lege, but excavations had been
producer of college
sold all over Boston and Cambridge underway for only one season when
sweatshirts.
the Six Days' War broke out. It was
As budget cuts sent many colleges that aren't the real thing, either.
Clifford Brown, an assistant buyer 1979 before Wooster students could
scrambling for money, schools expanded their control over products for the Havard Coop, stresses that return for another season of digging.
which their names appear, hoping to the shirts and paraphenlia sold at This time, however, they had a partgift shops, bookstores ner to assist in providing the needed
reap royalty profits.
The
By joining a licensing cooperative, and sovereign shops are about, not resources and equipment.
University of Sydney, Australia colfor example, the University of of, Havard.
the
"we're tne official insignia store laborated with Wooster during
Alabama pushed its royalty cheeks
spring excavations, spring being,
1983
more
to
than
$83,000
in
from
and
.
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operations with needed facilities,
such as dormitory rooms and a
cafeteria. This was essential. Smith
points out, because with the nearest
city located one hours drive away,
the excavation team had to be "fairly
in the field."
Smith remarks with satisfaction,
We have now finished all of the ma
jor fieldwork that we intended to do
at Pella." But tne wore or assessing
all that has been found has just
begun. He pulls a hefty book out

Six Wooster students have participated each spring as part of an
"expedition team." "We actually
use students in supervisory posi
tions," says Smith. They learn
quickly to keep records and master
field techniques. The archeological
work at Pella has drawn students
from a variety of backgrounds, in
cluding majors in geology, art,
religious studies, and history. Each
year they have returned to share
their experiences with the wider
Wooster community at a convoca
tion. Since the excavations are now
complete, this year Smith will give
the Convocation as he attempts to
"bring all of our work together." He
will give an "overview of the history
of Pella as we've been able to
reconstruct it."
He stresses the excitement of
shedding light on a buried past, and
it is evident that his excitement
on Page 3

self-sufficie- nt

:

The
from a crowded bookshelf.
book, Pella of the Decapolis, is the
1973 volume recording the findings
at the site. The next volume should
appear in a year or two. Smith and
his students will have their work cut
out for them in its production, since
for every one year of digging, approximately two to three years are

required to prepare drawings ox tne
site.
piece together and identify artifacts.
and eataioffue tne data
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$100,000 in 1M4.

getting

M.I.T.

Institute of

and the schools of
Havard," insists Brown.
Since the Coop doesn't sell in bulk
to other retailers, one can only buy
an authentic Havard shirts only at
the Coop.
of other schools have
The
all.. .the . profits, fro in Continued on Page 3

Penn State, Georgia Southern, the
. University of Miami and Cal State
system, among others, have adopted
new logos in recent years in part
because their previous symbols had
become pasrt of public domain. As a
result, the schools could not count on

.

for
Havard
(Massachusetts

,

Technology)

t-sh-irts

.

according to Smith, the "ideal time
to dig"In that part of the world.
Funding then, as now, was provided
primarily by the National Endowment for the Humanities and the National Geographic Society. Jordan's
Department of the Antiquities also
provided assistance by aiding in the
construction of a concrete base of JudyGmosty works on the excavations in Pen.
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The Inner Voice
A Modest Proposal

8, 1935

fcefflers

Column By Ida Williams
Lately there's been a lot of talk about a campus com
munity. I ve addressed tne topic several times in my
column, and just this last Tuesday spoke at Convocation
about it. Other people with wnom I've talked have men
tioned that there does seem to be an interest in com
munity at Wooster, but criticize those who just point out
the problem and offer no concrete solutions or ways of
correcting what some people seem to see as a
"problem". Well, after some thought and discussion
with other people, I think I have a solid answer that
could be implemented as soon as next semester and
would change this campus overnight. If this plan were to
be adopted Wooster could not help but truly be a unique
college, with an emphasis on community. Wooster
would truly be a school with some specific differences
from other schools.
My plan would be to
required chapel at
Wooster. Tlfe required chapel would be held every week
day morning and would bring all the students, faculty
and administration together in one building, McGaw
Chapel. Chapel service would address topics of campus
concern and would be opened each morning with a
speech or word from our president Henry Copeland.
think the time for such a service should be 7:15 a.m..
and definetly make it required for all students, faculty
and administration.
The wonderful opportunities for college discussion
and a true community could not be matched. There isn't
anything on this campus that everyone is required to at
tend, and even by just providing this it would help to
unite the campus. The chapel service would not be particularly religious, as to not offend the nonChristians on
campus, and it would only be 30 minutes long. But the
chance for the entire community to gather on a daily
basis is very exciting.
Just think, all the complaints that all these
included, have been having would be solved
in one fell swoop. The problem of community would be
solved. The campus community would meet regularly,
we would all experience the common educational and
social background and the opportunities for communication between everyone are just tremendous.
Students, faculty and administration would have to sit
together and would probably converse with one another
and remember why all of us are at Wooster. We're here
to learn, both as students and faculty, and share experiences that will expand our thoughts and learning.
Because attendance is so crucial, also, a computer
system could be set up in which students with special
(identification cards are kept track of. Faculty, too, as
well as administration, would be expected to also at-- j
tend, and also be subject to some type of punishment if
attendance was lax. Our president could open our minds
levery morning and we would all be enlightened by in
teresting speakers and topics and tne wonaertui company as all members of campus would learn and com
re-instit- ute

peo-ple.mys-

elf

municate together.
It's obvious that our campus needs something to bring
his together. The required chapel is the answer this col-liege is looking for. I encourage everyone to support this
gesture a for real community.

f he. Hdfaer
Article
superficial

Convocation
needed help

Editor,

schmitz should
check facts

Tne convocation about campus
community was instructive, mainly
because it illustrated the problem.
We were read at for 45 minutes, and
the only community generated was
the community of suffering as
The
backsides went to sleep.
readers did not even communicate
with each other. The audience was
not invited to respond.
Second, all the readers appealed
to panaceas such as interest groups
and the Limits and Constraints
series. No one got to the real root of
the problem, which is that all true
community is of, between, and for
real people, not abstractions. The
Limits and Constraints series, from
what people have told me, has consisted largely of speeches promising
more than they delivered; you can't
generate much interaction that way.
Even Tuesday's readers admitted
that the interest groups are primarily wrapped up in their special concerns.
Here are two examples of the kind
of thing everyone should have been
addressing himself to at such a
gathering.
First example. Last year one of
my students surreptitiously denounced me to the local feminists for
some things I said in class at which
he took offense. I discovered this
long afterward, and when I asked
him why he did not come straight to
me with his objections, his reply was
that be feared I would penalize him
in the course grade for attacking
me.
Second example. The Educational
Policy Committee, led by Dean
Bucher, recently labored and produced a plan for next year's
freshman program.
Its chief
features are that there is a prescribed number of essays which each student must write, and attendance at a
variety of lectures and other campus
events is required. Conspicuously
absent is any mention of common
readings done by all sections. Yet
one of Tuesday's readers said explicitly that when she shared a
syllabus with her roommate, good
discussion took place between them.
Shouldn't Dean Bucher have explained why his committee did not
adopt that proven technique for
fostering community of ideas?
James Haden

Dear Editor,
This comes in reply to Patrick J.
Schmitz's letter to the Editor entitl- ed "Little Respect for Media at
C.O.w."
Schmitx should check his facts
before he makes accusations which
have no basis in reality. If Schmitz's
intent is to cause discord between
the Speech and Theatre Departments, it has failed. Before he says
that "the fine arts have been given
an astonishingly disproportionate
amount of support," he needs to
come over to Freedlander and see
the Theatre Department in opera-- v
tion. The Dance classes have only
been given the T.V. Studio for one
year, with, I might add, consent by
the Speech Department which also
shares the room for a section of
Speech 100. This means that next
year the Dance classes will again
not be permanently housed and will
have to seek space once more.
The Acting and Directing classes
are held m the basement of
Freedlander under the shop in an
area which is a scene storage room
and not equipped for classroom purposes. Students have to compete
with a noisy blower, sounds coming
from the scene shop, to mention only
a few of the inconveniences.
The Technical classes are held in
an incompleted partitioned section
in the Green Boom. Two theatres
(Freedlander and Shoolroy) do not a
department make since there is an
academic program undergirding all
the production aspects of Theatre.
Yes, there is definitely a space problem in Wishart, but Theatre and
Speech are in constant communication with each other and the administration concerning this and are
working out their problem together.
For shame. Mr. Schmitx! ! ! I can
only surmise that your
letter was prompted by a sincere
wish to see improvements in
facilities and curriculum and an in- crease in faculty. Most of us would
like to see this done in all depart
ments, including the ones to which
we belong. This desire Is admirable,
but will not be achieved by
disseminating false information and
attempting to set one department
against another.
Annetta Jefferson

Dear Editor,
This is a letter in response to Ida
Williams' editorial, "Morals a
Source for Campus Community."
Not only was the article superficial,
but its thrust rested upon this false
assumption: A college community
has the same purpose and function
as a social community. Her argument is that we have a lack of college community because we do not
all have a common set of moral
beliefs, her prerequisite for community feeling. It is my opinion that
a college community and a social
community are two distinctly different entities formed for different
reasons, aiming at separate goals.
A social community can be said to
be unified in the sense that everyone
lives in the same area, and for the
most part, they interact with each
other. There is a sense of permanence in a social community.
Because one might live with the
same people for twenty or more
years, there is a growing process
that occurs. Over long periods of
time, people in a small community
can come to have similar moral
foundations, or common basic
beliefs and values.
A college community is different
in that people come from all different kinds of communities, social
classes, and economic classes in
order to do one
an
education."
Four years is a
relatively short period of time in
which to do this. Because of a college community's inherent diversity
(people's different backgrounds),
one would be hard pressed to find a
college that had a student body with
a common moral base.
Because of Wooster's extremely
40 coundiverse population-ov- er
tries, 40 states, myriad religious
beliefs, and all economic classes-everyo- ne
in the college community
brings with them different
moral foundations. The
whole point of achieving a college
community Is not to change these
moral foundations, but to learn to
accept others for what they are and
try to live with it. You do your thing- IH do mine.
Brian Lamb
thing-"reci-

eve
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Misleading

statements
warrant
response

Dear Editor:
It was disturbing for me to read
Patrick J. Schmitx'a letter to the
Editor titled "Little Respect for
Media at C.O.W." I was bothered by
misleading statements and a mixed
bag of "evidence" to warrant the
claim of no support for Media at
C.O.W. These "evidences" ranged
from News Services' previous use of
typewriters (mind you, typewriters
are not extinct, yet), to the termination of the contract of a faculty
member, to a course in journalism,
the radio station, and even housing
problems. I have yet to see the
logical connection between this data
and the claim. I was also disturbed
that the took the liberty, without accurate verification, to raise issues
concerning the Speech Communication Department. WCWS, as correctly stated, is no longer a
However,
radio station.
Schmitz neglected to finish his
Today WCWS is an
sentence.
eleven-count- y
So
radio station.
much for no respect I cannot write
on behalf of the News Services
Department, but as an average
reader, it looks to me like Schmits
forgot, for the second time in his letter, to finish bis sentence. He claimed that until 1M3 News Services used
typewriters, but neglected to men-do- n
what they use now. I trust News
Services is not going to be angry
with me if I reveal that they use
computers and word processors. I
wonder why Schmits used two examples that highlight the positive to
support his claim of no respect for
one-coun-

Media

ty

at C.O.W.

The Speech Communication
Department did not lose the TV
Studio to the Dance class as claimed
The Dance
in Schmitz's letter.
class, having difficulty locating a
studio, is residing this year in the TV
Studio. The Speech Communication
Department found a way to accomodate the Dance class while
utilizing the TV Studio for its own
purposes.
I was encouraged, however, that
Schmitz did not use the WoosterNet
as an example of no respect for
Media at C.O.W.
AmosKiewe

Open

letter to

Trustees
the
of

College
Wooster Board of
Trustees:
We thank the Trustees of the College for your willingness to talk with
students concerned about South
Africa and the College's investments
in companies active in that eountry.
Wo appreciate your attention to student concerns and trust there will be
more frequent interchanges between students and Trustees in the
future.
We also commend the statement
of James R.- - Wilson, chair of the
Trustee Investment Committee, that
the College is "prepared to sell
specific securities." Furthermore,
we are pleased he acknowledged the
political implications of investments
in bis-- comment that Trustees
believe there are good and porr
ways of "influencing the course of
events.." Finally, the decision of the
Trustees to review with a small student committee Proxy Statements of
To

--

'

f.tSjt.

companies in which the College
owns shares is another positive step.
Despite these gesture and
statements, the response of the
Trustees was diappointing and
vague. It was disappointing because
the Trustees appear to have done little but reaffirm investment policies
first stated in 1972. Their statement
on the social responsibility of investments was updated in 1941, reaffirmed in May of this year, and reaffirmed again last month. But what
specific actions have been taken?
In the meantime, social and
political conditions of the Black majority in South Africa have not fundamentally changed despite the
Trustees' argument, expressed at a
recent meeting with students, that
"American companies have worked
conscientiously to improve the lot of
the Blacks." Have American companies, which employ less tham 3
percent of Black workers in South
Africa, significantly affected the
apartheid mentality T
In the face of the deteriorating
situation in South Africa, Trustee
reassurances of continued monitoring of their investments seem weak
and inadequate, especially to
students who have focussed on te
moral significance of this com- nlicated issue.
Secondly, the response of the
Trustees was vague. In justifying
their decision to continue to invest in
three companies given low ratings in
their compliance with the Sullivan
Principles, Mr. Wilson would only
say: "The Investment committee
has examined this information and
concluded that these companies ap
pear to be acting in a responsible
manner in South Africa. However,
additional information is being
sought and the Committee will continue to evaluate the policies and
practices of these companies in
South Africa."
Other educational institutions
have been less vague. Several
universities have announced public
ly they will divest completely: Col
umbia. Iowa, the state universities
of Michigan, Ohio State, the SUNY
system, Rutgers, are among the
more Dublicixed. The Trustees of the
College have been clear on this ap
proach; they do not believe in uxai
divestment from firms engaged in
South Africa.
But we do not know if the Trustees
agree with other steps taken by
noted institutions. Would they, for
example, agree with the Trustees of
Tufts University who sold about 3
million dollars of stock in companies
refusing to subscribe to the Sullivan
Principles?
Would the Trustees be willing to
reoeat the action of Stanford m
voting to sell stock in Motorola if
that company continued to suppiy
radio equipment to the South
African military and police?
Would the Trustees agree with
Tale's decision to pressure banks in
whieh the university had in
vestments not to make loans to the
South African government?
Many institutions have pledged
not to invest in companies planning
to enter the South African marxet.
Why does the College own stock in
Senium berger, the only company
which has begun operations in South
Africa in 19S57
Would the Trustees be willing to
reseat the example of Harvard when
it divested of Baker International
Corooratioa stock because the com
pany refused to supply information

indication it had followed

reasonably ethical standard? Are the Trustees willing to be as
decisive as the Trustees of Bowdoini
who have taken seriously the three

categories of performance!

evaluated by Artnur v. utue, inc.- -f
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Indolent Abroad
Column by Warren Hedges
colleges defy rational interpretaTom was small for a national fenc- tion. Exeter, the college Tom was
ing champ, but once the Candian attending, had been around since
mentioned it, everything fit. We 1314, about a hundred years before
were seated in the Turf, probably the battle of Agincourt. Its colors
Oxford's best tavern because most are black, lemon yellow and magenAmericans can't find it and the ta. I'd never seen Tom as disgusted
English have the sense not to help when he found out what the school
them. After three pints, I'd finally colors were.
gotten Tom to talk about some of his
"It's the fourth oldest college in
old matches. Even intoxicated the Oxford," he'd said, "you think
man could move just as fast as he they'd pick something halfway
pleased. He had a habit of bobbing respectable."
"Now Tom," Td told him, "Exhis upper body as he talked, circling
his wrist and flipping his hand for- eter's one of the poorest schools
ward suddenly when he made
here."
"What, they couldn't afford colThere was something about
the way that hand circled, especially ors?"
when I was drunk. I was having a
Tom had been able to swing the
hard time following him.
cash for a boating jacket though,
"And then he dropped and the black, lemon yellow, and magenta
Tom slap- notwithstanding. It was striped,
blade snapped-Smac- kl"
ped his palm on the table and after a wool, and would have looked utterly
two second lag I started back and ridiculous on anyone but Tom, who
stared at him with my jaw hanging.
had a romantic shock of hair and
"What was left of the blade went toothy grin that made everything he
right up through my jacket-s-ee
the wore look natural. He leaned over in
and spoke
the jacket and bow-ti- e
scars?" He pulled up his
pointing to the white marks through the corner of his mouth.
"Bloody Frenon his forearm.
"Get a load of those guys." Two
chman. Of course you can't get good U.S. marines had just walked in,
jlades anymore. They make them complete with fatigues, boots, and
chests that bulged like oil drums. I
all by machine now."
The aristocracy was upon me, I kept wanting to walk over and tap
could feel it. Forget the English; one on the sternum with a wrench to
most of the Brits I'd met had a mean see if it would echo. I saw one take a
little jealousy about them that glance at Tom's boating jacket and
belonged more to midwestern locals simper.
"Let's go." I scowled. "ThereH
at a county fair than the urbane
Europeans I'd expected. Brag about probably be more coming."
t.

a-poin-

shirt-ileev- e,

warships and ancestry or just talk
Oxford's colleges crowd closer to
tomatoes, the insecure pomposity is
each other than Cambridge's do, but
the same one.
there's a kind of comfort in that at
The nouveau riche of the world, night The stars were out whieh
that's what Americans are to the was rare. I decided I felt like a cigar
English, and they whimper, sulk and and proceeded to smoke one. Tom
r
pretend to ignore us, even though took snuff and I smiled. voice
they can't afford to. Canadians The first time he'd done that open
know us too well to think weH ever ing a rosewood box and spooning the
change. Not wasting time wishing, brown grains up to his nose, I'd
that's what made Tom aristocratic. assumed it was some wierd mutant
And reserve, the man had bags of it. form of cocaine with tobacco mixed
in. He didn't do drugs and I think he
aumpioaas ox moaesiy; you
was offended. Now, however, he
to bribe him to bra.
Tom leaned back and took another was talking about wines, how his
nf hitter, ntillinff a little on his motner used to get them every
boating jacket. The colors of Oxford Christmas because she was a bank's
.

prsc-Hiallvh-

ad

me

making progress." and "need to
divesting
become more active"-b- y
from firms placed in the third
category?
And what is the Trustee response
to the "Divestment for South
Africa" report of the 197th General
Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church and the subsequent divestment action taken by the national
chuch against four major American
companies in South Africa?
We are faced on campus witn a au-flcult problem. Some Trustees
believe that the investment policy of
the College should not concern student Some students view investments as did South African
Prime Minister John Vorster in 1877- "Each new trade agreement, each
bank loan, each new investment is
another brick in the wall of our white
South African continued existence."
The students have been more for
thright in stating their concern than
have the Trustees. The students
would like a dearer indication of the
willingness of Trustees to take ac
tion and a better understanding of
the basis on which this action would
be taken. While the Trustees' reaffirmation of existing policies is
positive, the apparent lack of tangible implementation of these policies
is not.
GibKlrkham
t
Arn Lewis

chief loan officer. Every year she'd
give cases of it to Tom because she
didn't like wine herself. Then he and
his girlfriend would have a bottle
week for almost the entire year.
We sat ourselves in the shadow of
Radcliffe camera, a round building
in a large paved courtyard, and look-- )

ea at stars.
"Do yon think Addison sat here.
Tom?" Addison was one of Tom's
favorite authors, he'd gone to Oxford
a couple ox hundred years before we
did.

"Probably."

discouraged.

"Yes?s
"It's Canada. Things just aren't!

the same, the new governement the
materialism, we're becoming..."
"Americans."
I watched the
GJ.'s from the bar cross the courtyard and thought of all the tourists I
dean with that day. "We're not such
bad people, you know. We just hsp-- l
pen to oe very rich and very stupid.
I'm not sure Europeans are that different they're just not so rich and
can't afford to be stupid; they've got
too many important neighbors
who..." I caught myself and looked
at the Canadian. "Okay, maybe
we're stupid. I can see the history
books now: they meant well and
looked after their interests.'"
"Hey, let's go." He'd withdrawn
into himself again. "Why don't you
tell me about that girl you took pun
ting?"
"Turned out she worked for
George Bush last summer."
"On. Pm sorry for you."
"I know, and what a mind. Where
are we headed. Tom?"
"Down fighting, friend, we're going down fighting." His voice was
resigned and steady, the kind X im
agined he used fencing.
."They're just no easy answers.
are there Tom 7"
.

"What's yours for tonight

HeagesT"
"Irresponsible journalism."
"You know I'm beginning to like
you." We headed back to the college
for a couple of drinks before bed.
For all its risks, candid stupidity has
its payoffs now and then.

Continued from Page 1

their appeal diluted. UCLA shirts
were once so popular in Japan.
where people refer to the school as
"Yookla," that the school licensed a
manufacturer to produce the
in Japan.
But the Los Angeles campus
bookstore still attracts Lusloads of
Japanese tourists daily because
there is a greater status connected
to the UCLA shirts bouhgt on campus. Kissing says.
Japanese tourists also account for
a lot of the "insigna sales" at Harvard, says Brown, who estimates the
Coop annually grosses "easily over
a million dollars" in sales of insignia
items.
"Our insignia department haa the
highest volume and turnover and the
sales per square foot of any
Satest
d of store in the United States."
asserts Brown.
"It generates a lot of money for us,
but I can't reveal the figurews," he
says.
Risssing simply estimates
sales "are up in the strastophere.
The amount will boggle your mind.
A lot of retail stores would like to
have that kind of business."
Bill Gleason. a clerk in the in
signia department of the Havard
Square store, says in a few months
he'd been working there, the highest
daily sales volume he'd calculated
t-sh-

He sounded

noon every day, year round. If I
made one per cent commission, I
would be a yuppie."
Others have the same idea. Alan
Caruba. a Maplewood, NJ. public
relations man, says he gave his
neke, a Lehigh student a
from his fictions The Boring" Institute, which proved so popular
among her classmates that he is now
seling the shirts nationally.

irts

t-sh-irt

Continued from Pago 1
ries over from the hot days spent
digging in Jordan to the many hours

I

spent m the archeology lab in the
Frick Art Museum. Of course, the
excitement of actually being at the
site is hard to equal, but sometimes
it can get to be a bit too much. Smith
relates with a smUe his return to the
site in 1967 after he and his team had
had to abandon the site due to the
outbreak of the Six Days' War. Fortunately, all was intact but the
evidence of war was plain to see in
the fortifications which the Jordanian army had hastily dug at the
site. Remarks Smith wryly. "We
never like it if artillery shells do our
excavating for us."
Smith will give the campus a
chance to participate vicariously in
his opinion,
that excitement In essentially
a
"The archeologist is
Come take a tour of
detective."
wasS9,600.
as an archeologist reveals the
"It's busy all the time," he says. Pella
of the eity."
"mystery
.
It's busy in the morning and after
t-s- hirt
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St udent i irons

inpiMg

beer porty to
pay DVJI fine
ONEONTA. N.Y. (AP) - A student

By Thorn Kuehls
The College of Woo iter holds its
liberal arts education in high
esteem. The fact that Wooster is a
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Get one.
With the Greyhound Weekend Getaway.
Greyhound has a new low
fair of $49.00 or
less, good for travel to Iocs of
great places.
To purchase your Cfeek-eGetaway ticket, bring
this coupon, plus your current
college I.D. card, to the
round-tri- p

SyflflT. ))

your

t

nd

round
trip

10

towiThen

use the ticket

u uuun in
12

uarci man

noon the
Friday until
next Monday.
So take a break this weekend. With Greyhound's TOek-en- d
Getaway fine.

1W86

only Not vibifetxavdu
No other dnoaiiasvpiy Tkfcea are nanDanrfaabie. Good throughout the Greyhound lyson

eaceptfanaaiCanaojunotBCaKana
Nevada, New Mcrico, Oregon,

11

The Student Government Association (SGA) will explore the issues of
apartheid with John Taylor of the
Black Student Association (BSA)
and the rise in copying prices with
Michael Freeman, Director of
Library Services. The discussion
will be on Monday, November 11 in
the Faculty Lounge. This should

Ofc goodfecoOesnidera

TtUiakUaahnaandWyonang.

And leave the driving to us!
CunaaoailemwinbeiBUielKxlatopiBchaKaDd
thra MMch 1,1986. Some issicraarSteG
chMc without nooce. 0 1965 Giryhouod Lws, lac
1

Public
Tune in to the Public Affairs Hour
on WCWS 9U$ FM every weekday at

SGA

Consultants
E. Bowmen St
Book now for
Thanksgiving and

j

a.m. to hear informative and;
g
programming!
Monday:
Sports Medicine and

3

thought-provokin-

Wellness

Tuesday: Convocation: "Digging
up the Past at Pella," Professor
Robert Smith, Dept. of Religions
Studies, College of Wooster
Wednesday: "Reform in Public
Is It Really Reform?"
prove to be an interesting meeting. Edueation-Thursday:
"Topics for Today"
So come listen to their points of view with
and to voice your own concerns on Olson Susan Schiemann and Carl
these issues.
Friday: "Laser Lunar Ranging"
and "Focus on Soil Erosion"
I
:
For your convenience

Flcir Travel

something of their heritage,

something of their culture.
This graduation requirement is an
opportunity for wooster to become a
leader in liberal arts education.
One arument against this require- ment is why should the College force
people to take these courses. The
return argument is that that is what!
liberal arts education implies, is tne
College's role one of "let the
that reports that liberal arts students take what they want."? If
will be the leaders of the it is we would only have to meet our
g'aduates
tore. If this is so, the College of major's course requirement.
Wooster is leaving out one basic re However, the College's role should
quirement for these leaders of the be to take an active role in the
future: how to deal with people with education of.its students. This pro-- l
dinerent backgrounds in the terms posed graduation requirement is one
of race, sex and nationality.
of helping Wooster students become
The point that I am getting at with better people and better leaders.
aU of this, is the inclusion of a new
On a different train of thought..
graduation requirement: one course The Wooster Peace Coalition has
in either black studies, cultural area planned a vigil for the evening of the
studies, or women's studies. This 18th of November atop McGaw
change was attemped in 1831, and Chapel, for the Summit between
rejected by the faculty. I feel that it Reagan and Gorbachev. These peoshould be proposed again, and ac- ple are concerned that some
cepted. If we are to take out liberal substantive agreement be reached
arts standing seriously, we must not! between these two leaders for the
confine ourselves to just having safety of the world. If you are in
students take courses in different terested in more information on this
study areas, but also in different vigil, contact Barbara Dua at
cultural areas. What good is the Westminster Church House, or an
science, humanities and social SCN member.

at

the state university here threw an
beer party to help
pay his fine for drunk driving - and
during Alcohol Awareness Week, no
less.
But Oneonta State junior Danny
Sandborn said he took a bus to his
five-ke- g
party at a local tavern
Thursday night, and he hoped
everyone else did. too.
Sandborn was fined $250 for a DWI
conviction stemming from bis Oct.
13 arrest in Oneonta, and he said he
hoped his party would raise about
$150 toward the fine and a $300
lawyer's fee. He bought five kegs of
beer from the owner of the
Aquarium tavern and sold
tickets for $3.
The party happened to coincide
with Alcohol Awareness Week at his
campus, but Sandborn said "Nobody
really cares. - They're all coming
anyway."
"I think it's ludicrous," said Kevin
Meredith, an
counselor at the Otsego County
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Clinic.
"The saH qart is that he'll probably
make ot of money, too."
But a iend who worked the kegs,
Nicole Courcheshe, said, "I think
Danny is doing the responsible
thing. Most students don't use their
minds to make money, they just ask
their parents."
Sandborn said he probably would
have to ask his parents for some of
the money for the fine and fee, but
that he was proud of himself for.
coming up with at least part of it
all-you-can-d-

liberal arts institution is a major
reason why students come here.
But, let us take a look at what liberal
arts means.
A liberal arts education is one In
which the student is exposed to a
variety of departments and subjects. The claim is that a liberal arts
education teaches students how to
think. The College's admissions
catalogue cites a study by AT&T

science it you do not know how to
relate to people different than
yourself. The first step to being able
to relate to someone is to understand
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By Andrew Mayer
If you compare Bill Townsend to
Jackson Pollack he'll just ignore
you and talk about something else.
'Compare Will May to anyone and
he'll start to tell you that what's
important is what's different not
what it has in common with anything else. Together they have put
together an art show called

VllLU:

"

J

non-serio-

.

Two

u,

1

u-

-

-

-

Photo By Andrew Mayer

faweaehlng artists William Towraend and Willlm May

Freshman File
MAJIY CUX

The deadline Is November 15 for
the first round of submissions to the
new Freshman File magazine at
Wooster. The File, which will be
published in April, is a collection of

essays and papers written primarily
by.' Freshman. .Seminars, liberal
Studies and Composition 101 classes.
English Professor and File advisor
Michael Allen says the magasine's
staff is "hoping to encourage
freshman to take writing more
seriously - not just for a grade."
Freshman File will also allow an aU-freshman staff to select the ten best
essays, which can be used as

S
Auditions for an original production to be performed on the campuses of the College of Wooster,
Hiram College and Denison College
will be held November 16th at the
Freedlander Theater on the College
of Wooster Campus at 10:00 a.m.
.The production is entitled And
Now For Something Completely...
The show is an approach to mime as
dramatic movement It will include
six vignettes each being reflective of
a different era and style of mime
starting with Roman and continuing
to the present.

magazine, Allen says, "They have to
make it work just like the Review."
The essays will be read by three
reading groups. Copies of submissions will be made and kept in the
Reading and Writing Center where
the staff will eome in to read on their
own. All freshman are encouraged
to submit manuscripts to the Center
as soon as possible, and referrals by
professors will also be considered. '
No names should be included, except
on a cover page to insure anonymity,
impartiality, and the possibility for
reader"'
Commenting an the twelve-memb- staff submissions. The final deadline
freshman staff and the for the second selection is Jaimarv

samples of good writing for other
students. Allen chose freshman for
the experimental project because he
feels that they are "more concerned
about grades than any other class."
He says freshman should learn to
write for a more general audience,
beyond their profysors and
assignments. Allen expresses that
"Many members of the faculty, and
students, do not understand the concept of writing for an audience...that
language in writing has to have a

er

2. Be available to provide a
AH performers need to be strong
movers. No nrevious performance minimum of ten hours a week (5 two
experience is necessary. Sports or hour rehearsals) in rehearsal time.
3. Wear to the audition clothes in
dance training will be of benefit
which you can move. Shorts and a
are fine. No loose fitting
All those auditioning must:
1. Be available for all per- clothing should be worn.
formances, technique and dress Those auditioning will be expected
to work from the script and perform
rehearsals. They are as follows :
a movement sequence which will be
Technique rehearsals... April
taught at the audition.
Dress Rehearsals.. .April 12,13,16
Ifyou lave any questions please
Performances
exDenison College... April 14th
call Jonathan Becker at
Hiram College... April 15th
tension 2649 or leave a message at
College of Wooster... April 17.18,1 extension 2541.
t-s- hirt
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Art

ITSELF

THi

works should be defined by the
viewer, not the artist That to
confine the art in a way would deny
the people who see it the joy of
coming up with their own

And the paintings are varied.
Some of Bill's canvases simply
explode with energy, while others
seem to invite the viewer in to visit
.
Y.W.Y.B.M.A.D? And if you ask the far off land it contains.
them exactly what it means they'll Will's work is different It con
look at you, laugh, and tell you to veys not so much a feeling of a
go see the show and find out
place as information. But the infor- Both BUI and Will are Senior art mauon'they contain runs from the
majors at the College, and these simplistic to the incredibly de
re- manding. Between the txetcnet ana
works represent their non-L- S.
'
lated efforts of last year. When the drawings one comes to feel that
asked for a comment Bill, in his they are almost an artist's concep
style, describes tion of a textbook.
usual
his series of paintings as "A visual; But what the show offers IS a
comment on the essential hopeless glimpse of the artist's mind, BC1g
ness of the human condition when whimsy ox untnnumea mouon piay-inoff Win's serious intent And
viewed against a society whose
after last rears "rnotopaineiung- technology has gone berserk."
Will's explanation is slightly show they seem ready to try again
more technical, and more serious. to prove that there is something
"Although I ean do formal work going on In the art bunding beyond
. (classical drawing) I choose to just classes. And as students about
draw from my subconscious. While to graduate to the real world they
sketching an object I record infor- seem eager to snow people inai
mation anyone can see; when I what thev are doins is more than
draw from subconscious, I'm just "playing with paint and pen
recording information that I can't cils". They feel mat tney dou nave
to offer and
see." The fact that Will's pieces
combine everything from airbrush L.N.I.H.T.S.D. . .I.I.T.
to ink dipped paper show that he is Y.W.Y.B.MJLD.? is just the tip of
trying to create something new the iceberg.
An the work is quality, and It
from the standard media.

L.N.I.H.T.S.D.

i.

.I.I.T.

us

some thing

deserves more than just a passing

When pressed for a common link glance. The art demands to be
between ue works tney oecome looked at and it finds its place on
evasive. Bill's are basically land the Lowry Center Art Wall, from
scapes, of one form or another, but November tenth through the eighneither one of them were willing to teenth. The opening reception win
let me pm them down to a single be Monday the eleventh from 6:00
element Both of them feel that the p.m. to :30 p.m. in Lowry Center.
'

'Uithristn and Holocaust'
Former Nazi youth leader Alfonsj mitmentto4hedead; to the millions
Heck and Auschwitz extermination of Jews who died solely because they
camp survivor Helen Waterford win were Jewish." She believes the
present "Hitlerism and The Holocaust should be taught in every
Holocaust" Tuesday at the College schooL for the "actual witnesses are
dying off. and there are large groups
of Wooster.
The lecture, scheduled at I p.m. in who would like to see its memory
MeGaw Chapel, is open to the pubUc shoved under the rug."
Heck, trained as a glider pilot and
without charge.
Heck and Waterford are joining future cadet for the Luftwaffe, was
together to discuss their experiences appointed as a Hitler youth deputy
from the same time period. For leader overseeing 2,800 Nasih boy
Heck, now a political writer, it's the soldiers engaged in the
chance to "set the record straight defense of Nazi Germany on the
for the young of Germany, who were Western Front
Waterford, who fled her native
turned into mindless fanatics and
rmanw fnf H nil and. went Into
died for an evil cause."
To Waterford, tfs "a strong com- -j hiding for two years, and was finally
arrested oy tne uesiapo ana sero vj
cattle train to Auschwitz with her
husband, who did not return.
The College of Wooster Student
Activities Board is sponsoring the
lee lure.
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Field Hockey advance

Sports

I

to Nationals
By Bob Murphy

.of)

Q.

0-

-

O o
,

It was a very surprising weekend
for the College of Wooster Women's
field hockey team at the NCAC
regional tournament, held last
Though the Scots
November
were ranked first going into the tour
nament, they lost their opening
game to Earlham College, and that
turned out to be their only matcn in
the tournament. Then, the Scots got
a surprise on Sunday, being invited
by the NCAA to go to the first round
of the National tournaments, to be
held in Ithaca, New York this
weekend.
1--

O

2.

This

came as a bit of a shock to both the
team and the coach, but a welcome
one. "We feel fairly lucky to recieve
this bid." coach Noonan said. The
Scots wiU be pitted up against Cor-- I
tland College, in a tournament to be
held today at Ithaca CoUege, Ithaca,
New' York. "Everybody's really
ready to go now," says the coach,
"we've gone to Nationals for the last
two years now, but the teams never
made it past the first round."

1

Clio

After waiting for a referee for 40 peels that what will be necessary to
minutes, Earlham and the Scots fac win ue game is tne same kind of
ed off against each other in a highly mental charge that propelled
emotionally charged game. The Earlham oast the snta
Earlham team came out charging, (weekend. If the Scots win todav.
knowing they had nothing to lose. they wiU take on the winner nr nr
and they scored a goal with a little College vs. Ithaca on Saturday the
over 15 minutes gone in the first naif. pin. xne winning team there win
to the final tournament the
The Scots kept charging hard dur (proceed
next
weekend.
ing the rest of the game, but failed to
capitalize on several scoring opportunities, and wound up losing
Coach Shiela Noonan, as well as the
rest of the team, was quite disapWith the conclusion of NCAC play.
pointed over the loss. "It wasn't that the CoUege of Wooster ranked se
we D laved badly at an. Earinam cond in the division behind Denison
just came out and played EX Wooster was not able to beat
TREMELY wen." she said.
Denison in regular season play, thus
finishing up
in . conference
"They were up to an emotional level
very
tough
to
beat"
that made them
As the tournament proceeded.
upsets continued to be the rule. By
Senior Scottie Carol Martin led the
the end of the tournament, the top NCAC
margin in both
three seeds, Wooster, Denison, and goals by a wideassists,
with la and
scored and
GrinneU had lost, and nobody was
11, respectively. Also, Aggie Belt
of
results.
the
to
make
what
sure'
However, in analyzing the overall and Kim Rowland finished 6th and
in point standings.
season records and performances of 7th respectively
goalie Sara Heath was
the teams in the NCAC, the NCAAl Further,
in the NCAC with save percen
reached a unanimous decision to inn third
of .888. Hopefully, the scots'
vite Wooster to the Nationals, as) tage
on, capping off
well as tournament winner UniversiH season win continueyear.
outstanding
another
Wisconsin-Stephens
ty of
Point

it

(J

r

'
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The men's cross country team will compete in regional competition. Pictured here is the varsity team of
(from left to right) Todd Fach. Todd Kellher, David Dean. Scott Michelak, Paul Fleming. Scott
Hellor and Chuck Brady.
Photo By BfllTownsend

Cross Couniry
Women- - Men advance to regionals
By David Dean
Becky Pickett
" I knew after the second mile that
it was all over. Everything we had
worked on all season just did not Jeu.
I really don't know what happened?" commented a bewildered
Coach Bean after witnessing a
dissapointing third place finish by
the Scots at the NCAC Cross Country
Championship
last Saturday at
Wooster. "Our minds were really
pumped but our bodies, once we
started to run, fell to pieces," com
mented freshman Scott Michalek
which seemed to sum up the entire
race that day.
The weather was fine
and the course, as wen as the com
petitive field.was prime for setting
personal bests, but it was Case
Western's day as they rode away
wnn not only the individual title but
the team as well.
Mark Eoshon of Case Western
blew the entire field away to set a
personal best in 27:03. Roshon then
led his team to victory as Case won
the team title with 32 points. " They
(Case) just packed them in,
and thats how they won the meet,"
commented Coach Bean. Allegheny
College, last years NCAC Cham
pions secured a squeaker second
place finish as they were edged out
by Case to the tone of 35 points.
It was the Scots who rounded out
the top three plaees by finishing
third with a score of 82. Sophomore
and defending NCAC champion
1-2- -3,

with a 14th place finish in 27:54.
Freshman Scott Ifkhalek bounded
back from a dissapointing finish at
the Denison Invitational to place a
strong 15th place in 28:06. Junior
Dave Dean surprised everyone in
cluding himself by running a per
sonal best of 28:13 just shy of individual qualification to Regionals
by niacins 16th.
Sophomore Chuck
Brady experienced some minor pro
blems
in the race but
bounded back to finish a strong 25th
mid-poi-

nt

puce in 28:47. Rounding out

Wooster's top seven positions were
Sophomore Scott Mellor who finsih- ed
in
and Freshman Todd
KeUeher in .
However Dismal the situation
may have seemed at the time one
bright fact emerged. Since the men
placed in the top three they will now
advance to the NCAA Division m
Regionals which is being held at
Rose Hulman Indiana November
16th. It win be on that day and on
that field that the Scots can avenge
their dissapointing loss to AUegheny
and put their mind to rest once
again.

There was a rather large turnout
of spectators for the NCAC Cross
Country Championship Meet held on
Wooster's home course last Saturday despite the cold and rainy
weather. Yet, it was an even
Todd Fach led the Scots with a 12th gloomier day for the runners of the
place finish in 27:40. Junior Captain Wooster women's cross country
Paul Fleming finished behind Fach team as they feU short of their goal

1.

.6-1-- 1.

for a first place finish. Instead, It
was the Allegheny Gators who ran
off with the NCAC title and Wooster,
25 points behind, had to settle for a
dissapointing second place.
Running in Saturday's meet were
Patty Smanik, 5th place;Li2 If oran,
6th; Nancy Nystrom40th; Katie

.

11th; Stephanie
Keller.
Scierka,15th;Amanda
Paglow.lTth; Becky Pickett,19th.

With their past race behind them,
the women are looking ahead to
what wiU be their biggest challenge
of the season the NCAA Regional
MeetNezt weekend they win travel
to Rose Hulman Indiana to compete
in the regional meet and from there
try to qualify for Nationals. Only the
first place team from Regionals win
go to Nationals, but the Wooster
women's team has been running
strong most of the season and just
could doit.

1
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135Baall Wooster

284-553- 5

1020W. High Orrvllle

683-719-1
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Shampoo & Haircut

WritersVBlock

Cured
for catalog

of
to
over 16,000 topics
effwriting
your
assist help you beat
orts and
Writers Block. For info.,
call (In Illinois, call
Send $2

TOLL-FR-

312-922-03-

EE

1-800-6-

21-5745.

Authors

00.)

Regularly $95(

Re-

407 South
Dearborn, Chicago IL 60605.
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Column by David Dean
Last wek's column titled "Where Have All The Heroes
Gone?" could not have been timed better. Last Tuesday
Pete Rose just missed being named National League
Manager of The Year in voting by the Baseball Writer's
Association of America. Rose finished one point behind
Whitney Herzog of the St. Louis Cardinals. I do not think
that the choice of Herzog as Manager of The Year surRose
prised anyone but the fact that player-managcan excell on the plate as well as off is a tribute to his
ability. Enough!

rf

v
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er

The Scots will play their

last football game of

It has been many sad moons since I've even mention
ed the heated relationship between the Pittsburgh
Steelers and the Cleveland Browns but after last Sunday's game in Pittsburgh I can revel in great merriment. The Browns did everything they could to end the
jinx. The Browns changed Hotels, flew instead of taking
the short bus trip, and even transported a chunck of
"lucky" turf from Cleveland stadium. To top it off tne
Browns had a witch in their rooting section. However
none of these changes stopped Pittsburgh from
defeating the Browns to the tune of 10-- This set back
gives Cleveland an
record at Three Rivers btaoium;
next to Cleveland with a 5
team
three
also
has
It
record also. I'm not one to revel in another persons
misery but m this c ase I'll indulge all I want.

tomorrow at Washington and Jefferson.
Photo By Bill Townsend

1885

9.

0-- 16

4--

covs vail vo Oberiin

19-1- 3

by Dave Carey
points in the first ed, and the Scots went into the locker behind early to what was probably a
16-worse team. Regardless, the Scots
Quarter surge by the Fighting Scots The Scot offense, which moved the will finish fifth in the conference, a
The Scots fall ball well against Allegheny the certain improvement over last
to down Wooster
to 5 (2-- NCAOand drop to fifth previous week, would only gain 208 year's seventh place finish, with
place in the conference.
yards on the day, as tailback Tom Saturday's game at Washington and
: Attempting to extend a two game Kincaid did not play due to a knee inJefferson the season finale. WfcJ are
winning streak the Scots found jury suffered in practice, and the a national powerhouse and defeated
themselves down early when the Scot passing game did not get un-- Case earlier this year
Yeomen picked off a Don Mathews tracked until the fourth quarter. By
pass and converted a twenty five then it was too late, as a ten yard
yard goal to Jump ahead 0 with touchdown pass to Tim Scott and a
It will
n
yard scoring strike to take quite an effort for the Scots to
5: 11 left m the first quarter.
handle W&J, as the Scots face an
In the second quarter, the Teomenl Tony Harris only made it close.
struck on a one yard touchdown run An Oberlin field goal in the fourth overnight trip to Washington. Penn
sylvania. It will be the last game for
by Mike Bepko and a two yard score quarter sealed the game at
by Jim Harrell, who would finish the! and the Scots now have to look back the scots ten seniors, and the last
day with 115 yards rushing on 29 car-- j on this game as one that got away. one in an eventful opening season for
ties. The latter extra point was miss-- 1 The Scots came out flat and fell coach Bob Tucker.
Oberlin scored

16

ball Saturday and held off a fourth room down

0.

19-1- 3.

3--

now nnmhpr nnp college football team.
up a notch in this weeks Top 20 List
moved
Penn State
by
tne uri uoaru oi isoacnes.
Monday
released
votes,
Paterno's Nittany Lions earned 34 of 42 first place
top
ranked
fourth
this
season's
and 600 points to become
team. Penn State stayed unbeaten on Saturday by
squeeking out a lb-i-z victory over joosiou wjuegc. iue
Nittany Lions have yet to overpower an opponent butthey are number one for the first -time since their chamavuui me
pionsnlp season in isjb. unucs- nave
hptwppn
and
schedule
State's
Penn
cimiTaritv
fvinrr
ww
0iutuM
iri'"5
blood
figure
true
year.
the
I
BYU
of
last
schedule
the
and gut Penn State will show through when they get
and then
their bid to play in the Orange or Sugar Bowl
Maybe?
silenced.
once
be
for
will
majority
vocal
the
tviqt-- o

4,

20-1- 3.
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19-1-3,
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Soccer team ends season
ByDina Dajani

Vo lleyball in strong contention

Wooster's women's soccer team were simply unable to sustain any
ended its dismal season last week offensive drives and lost the game
Despite wnn a nnai score ox w.
with a final record ofl-1having a season of ups and downs,
the Scots at least played well in their
It was the fifth time this season
final two games.
Denison invaded the Carl Dale the Scots were shut out. Although
field on Wednesday October 30th in down only 14 at the end of the half,
second place in the NCAC. The Big the Scots were unable to come back
Red were looking for another easy and defeat OWU.
win over the Scots, but the Scots rose
to the occasion and nearly upset
Denison. At the end of the first half,
The season cannot be termed
it looked as if the Big Red would in total failure despite the record. The
deed have an easy time of tt. team did boast a great deal of talent
Denison lead 0 at the half, although and did not give up. wooster piayea
the Scots just missed putting borne very well in several games and lost
two goals. The second half was by only one goal in four games.
another story as Wooster scored Many players agreed that the
three times. Kate Jones scored the overall competitiveness was much
first goal of the second half and wis greater in this, tne initial varsity
quickly followed by two Betty Title year, than at any time when the
goals. The scots were unable to team was a club sport
capitalize on several other scoring
opportunities. Denison, on the other
band, was able to put home tne winn
Soecial congratulations should go
ing goal with just 2:51 left to go in the
out
to the seniors who worked hard
game.
year to help the team in its first
this
puce.
stay
to
out
of
last
In order
the Scots badly needed a win in their varsity year: Betty Title, Rata
final game of the season. Wooster D alley, cyndy Burns. Dina Dajasi.
travelled to Delaware to take on Maudie Mitchell. Nina Elsenhower,
Ohio Wesylan. Tne day was un and Sue Auff enger. The team will
fortunately wet and the field was certainly sport a better recoru next
ar
thntwQlla a stron em of
slick. These types of days are
return to play and
who
athletes
especially hard on the goalies as a 1
.
wet ball can easily slip by, The scots win... v.
3.

By Bob Murphy
This, loss was, of course, a great
The College of Wooster Women's
Volleyball team took on some very set back, and it did not help the Scots
tough competition last weekend, and to get psyched up for their next
came out a little rough for the wear. match against Grove City, a team
The team lost a very dose match to with a record of 38-- ranked number
Muskingham, fell to an extremely 2 in the nation. Indeed, the Scots
competitive Grove City, and lost to were completely shut out in the first
Bluffton College, moving the team's set. losing
After that, the team
overall season record to 14 wins, 20 regained their composure, putting
loses, pending games played on forth good play, losing the last set at
Novembers. The team still figures a much more competitive
After
highly in the NCAN conference tour- (that, the Spikers took on the tough
nament this weekend however, as Bluffton team, which they nad lost to
they are 2 in Conference play.
earlier ing the season. They were
On November 2, the Scots traveled not able to revenge their earlier
to Muskingham College, where their defeat, though they, played very
first match was against Musk- tough ball. Bluffton won in straight
ingham. This proved to be a very sets.
As it turned out, the
close, very frustrating game for the Bluffton team was on quite a high
Scotties. In the first set, it was all that day. as they took Grove City to
Wooster, as the Scots won 154. Then tthree tough sets.
,L
as Scots coach Bill Skelly put it; I Coieh Skellv said that while the
"Muskingham woke up and played Ream was certainly discouraged by
to their full potential, we scored the loss to Muskingham, that does
more points, just not at the right not hurt them for the NCAN Tourna
times." Indeed, Muskingham just ment thix weekend. "Basically, tne
edged out Wooster to win the second tournament will boll down to Ke
set
and did the same again in nyon, 0 in conference, Allegheny,
the third to take the match by 5- in conference, ana us.
in con
Both ference. I have every confidence
squeezing out the Scots
Tammy Allen and cinay ranos nan that we will do well in the Tourna
ment " He notes that the team nas
exceptional games against
Panoswith a total of T kills. averaging in the 90 percents with
0,

0-1-

5.

8-1-

5.

4--

5-15,1-

14-1-6,

2-15.

6--

-i

15-1- 7.

Musk-Ingha-

m,

w

both their serving and their serve
receptions in ine lasx uree games.
He feels that the team needs to work
umtAii their hittin. and that other
wise, their game is in great shape
tor tne tourney,
in nivzin the team's schedule
for the year, the coach notes that
they have played some very tough
teams this season, many wai axe wi
nnMrd "normal" competition
for The College of Wooster. White
this may hurt their season recoru, ne
feels it also has some advantages.
"Our team is use to playing against
very tough competition. We have
sharpened up our skuu in piaum
them, and it should be an advantage
to us this weexena.

Cheorlcading
Cheerleadin trvouts will be held
11 in the
Gymnasium of the Physical
Education center at 7:so p.m. tor au
interested male and female students
for basketball season.
If you have any questions, can extension 2727 (Anita) or extension
2374 (John).

Monday, November

Met-zani-

ne

--

3--

......
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WOMEN'S

19.08
19.26
19.33
19. 40
19.55
20.07
20.11

ALL-CONFERE-

CROSS

NCE

FRIDAY NOVEMBER , 1255
1985 MEN'S

COUNTRY:

Jennifer Shaver, Allegheny
Christine Dudek, Allegheny

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

Sarah Cox, Oberlin
Susie Meyers, Allegheny
Patty Smanik, Wooster
Liz Moran, Wooster
Carol Glatz, Allegheny

ALL-CONFERE-

CROSS

NCE

COUNTRY:

Hark Roshon, Case Reserve
Ed Menis, Case Reserve
Gary Tressler, Case Reserve

:27.01
:27.13
:27.16
:27.17
:27.20
:27.26
:27.29

Chris Keim, Allegheny

FIELD HOOKY
NMtC

Sim

kwland

Allison LcVan
Jessica Skolnikoff
1985

WOMEN'S

1985 MEN'S

FINISH:

TEAM

Rata Coardar

FJNISH:

TEAM

AS OF

Allegheny College
The College of Wooster
Kenyon Col lege

22
47
85

32
35
82
121
125
16b
169

Oberlin College
Denison University

93
141

Case Western Reserve University
Ohio Wesleyan University did not field
a women's cross country team in 1985

162

XCAC MEN'S SOCCER
tii'A--5JAXIMXO-

2
?.

DEXISOS
OHIO WESLEYAN

6
5
3

WOOSTER

OPEPIIV
3

6
7

2
2

KENYON
ALLEGHENY
CASE RESERVE

T

0

0

1

0

WEEK

NINE

0
COAST

NORTH

GK

24
26
10

3
3

0

4

0
2

7

1

5

1

GA

I

8'

J

GF

3

57

8

3
3
10

1

29

2J
16
40

3

34

25

GA

14
15
fi

7

0

18

?.l

IS

3
4

11

4

35

11

1

13
15

610

'

6:

W

L

DENISON

J

0

CWRU

5

!

KENYON

4
2
2

OBERLIN
WOOSTER
ALLEGHENY

.

OWV

1
1

2

0
0
0

197
189
49

3

G

41

0

76
91
43

4
5
5

.

C

0

PA

0

0

117

7

1

70

1SS

2

83
67
152
10
148

4

5
6
5

1

87
101

7

0

0
0
0

0

328 East Liberty

Wooster

7

1

9
IS

1.2

2
18

4
11

2
1

0

O.S
O.S

0.4
2.5
0.2
0.2

47
4
3

1

O.S

S

'

GF
21

4
19

55

13-- S-l

GA

1

22
254
2

(OverallRCMCl

RECORD

Wooster 1
3
Wooster
Wooster
Wooster 14
Wooster 0
Wooster 3
Wooster 0
S
Wooster
Wooster 5
Wooeter 1
Wooster 2
Wooeter 4
Wooster 1
Wooster 3
Wooster 1
Wooster 3
Wooster 2
2
Wooster
Wooster 0

Oenlaon
Canyon

0-1-0-

Marietta

0-1-0

2-

Huaklngia

3-

ftutxtcvn

3-

Classboro

4-

Lynchburg

4-

Ohio Wesleyan

5-

Oberlin

-

1-01-

1-1-0

-1-9

2-91-

-1-0

3-01-

-

-1-0

1-0-

2-01-

1-92-

-1-9

-1-0

3-- 1-9

9-- 3-0

Denison
Kenyon
Ohio wesleyan

9-3-1-

3-1-1

7-5-1-

4-1-1

9-4-1-

5-1-1

-1-

Notre Daae
Wittenberg
Oberlin
Oberlin
Wittenberg

9-4-1-

5-1-1

5-1-1

19-4-19- -1-1

13- -

1112-

Denison

Barlhaa

-

4-19-

-1-1

4-1- 9-1-1

4-14-

-1-1

13-5-14- -1-1

Invitational

a Forfeit
4 Ohio Toorniaant
9 Croat Lskea Regional TMirnaant
NCAC WOMEN'S

SOCCER

STATISTICS

NCAC
T

L

W

GF

GA

49
26

14

11

11

27
16
21
6
16

14
14
'24
41
44

10
8
5
5

OVERALL
T

GF

GA

57
40
33

24

P

168
145
186
158

8
7

3
3
2

ft

19

L

291
256
67
99
93

57
71

Far

si

W

OVERALL
T
1

S
1C

241
29
Lynchburg

FINAL STANDINGS
XCAC
PF
T

STANDINGS

1

Mov.

1985

NOVEMBER 3

ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
FOOTBALL
REPORT

14
14
17

25
Sept. 29

6
5
14
10
17
17

11

21
DT. 21
22

L

1.2

23

3

5-1-

Sept.
W

23

2

RESULTS

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
-Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

PTS.GAME

3

11445

DATE

STATISTICS

P01OTS

10
10
3

2

-1
Record:
Overall Accord:

NCAC

OVERALL

L

3
5

1

University

Allegheny College
The College of Wooster
Oberlin College
Denison University
Kenyon College
Ohio Wesleyan University

XCAC

S

W

1

Case Western Reserve

STATISTICS

ASSISTS

GOALS

99i Belt
Linda Stcvcnaan
Calinda Brandt
Liu Biacfcadu
Carol Martin

Paul Egbert, Allegheny
Dan Coffman, Denison
Tom Brewer, Allegheny

CURRENT

1

2

3
4

5
6

ALLEGHENY
DENISON
OBERLIN
OHIO WESLEYAn
KENYON
CASE- -

RESERVE

WOOSTER

1
1

1

5
6
11
11

'

2
4

2

5
7

4
2

19

8

1

24
6

13

0
0

25
20
35
41

16

60

"ill
1

4

17

for aJ your typsivrftsi nasds

Street

264-21- 61

JB Typewriter
Service
& Sales

Yamaha, Sony. Kenwood, Bose, Hitachi

Sharp

AUDIO AND VIDEO ACCESSORIES
COMPACT DISCS IN STOCK
SPECIAL ORDERS AVAILABLE

Amcrfccn

Center Society 4

2522 Cleveland Rd. .
Daily 8 a.m.- - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. to noon

ph:

345-74- 05

fJoivhere else but
Citjr Mens
OVER 2,000 PAPERBACK BOOK TITLES
IN STOCK
OVER 900 MAGAZINE TITLES IN STOCK

Skies will be partly sunny today with a high
47 to 52. it will be mostly clear and cool of
tonxght with a low of 35 to 40. The weekend will
start out well weatherwise. cut unfortunafpiv
may end up rainy. Increasing cloudiness will
occur on Saturday with mostly cloudy conditions
on Sunday. There is a chance of rain devoloninn
on Saturday niaht and continuinn .SnnHv. HirrV
will ranget from 48 to- 53 on Saturday, and 55 to
ou on
a?T

ill--inche-

s

sunaay.

30

DIFFERENT KINDS OF IMPORTED
CIGARETTES

WIDE SELECTION OF OUT OF
STATE NEWSPAPERS
GREETING CARDS

.

lows ootn mornings will be in the
40 raDge TRIVIA: Under normal conditions,
of snow is ecrual to nno inph
rain

135 S. MARKET ST.
MON.-SA-

T.

6:30-1- 0

WOOSTER

P.M. SUN.

6:30-6:3-

0

4

